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SOUTHEAST ASIA ADDED 2.8 MIL. SVOD SUBSCRIPTIONS IN Q1 2022 WITH DISNEY+ 
HOTSTAR LEADING GROWTH 

 
INDONESIA EMERGES AS A PREMIER SCALED OPPORTUNITY WITH A TOTAL 17.4M 

SUBSCRIBERS & GROWTH DRIVEN BY DISNEY & VIDIO 
 

COMPETITIVE PRESSURES HAVE EVOLVED IN KEY MARKETS AS PREMIUM VIDEO 
GROWTH STABILIZES IN A POST-PANDEMIC ENVIRONMENT & INCUMBENTS INVEST 

IN LOCAL CONTENT & BRAND STRATEGIES 
 
(SINGAPORE, May 31, 2022) Southeast Asia (SEA) added 2.8 million net new SVOD subscriptions in 
Q1 2022 to reach an aggregate customer base of 39.5 million total subs, according to new analysis published 
by Media Partners Asia (MPA). The quarterly MPA report, titled Southeast Asia Online Video Consumer 
Insights & Analytics, leverages MPA’s AMPD Research Platform to measure online video in five SEA 
markets. MPA analysis indicates that Disney+ Hotstar captured 22% of new subs in Q1, with notable growth 
in Indonesia where it exceeded 5.0 mil. subscribers, a historic first for any SVOD platform in SEA. 
Commenting on Indonesia’s rapidly scaling online video landscape, MPA analyst Dhivya T noted: 
 

“Indonesia continues to be an arena for competition and scale for streamers with growing pressure 
on incumbents to stand out in brand, content, marketing and bundling in order to impact time and 
wallet share. Vidio and Disney+ Hotstar were stand-outs in Q1, growing their share of premium 
video consumption to 28% and 15% respectively, up from 19% and 10% in Q4 2021, to occupy 
the top two spots, ahead of WeTV, Netflix and Viu. Both platforms have benefited from new 
local original series and marketing, while Disney’s K-dramas and Vidio’s sports offering also 
had significant impact during the quarter. We expect premium video competition to intensify 
further later this year as entrants like Amazon Prime Video land and incumbents continue to 
invest in local content, partnerships, marketing and branding to win customers.”  

 
The report highlights that while Netflix, Viu and WeTV’s consumption in Indonesia contracted in Q1, they 
are expected to recover share in Q2 following Netflix’s integration with Telkomsel and IndiHome, the return 
of Viu’s K-dramas and local originals slate and WeTV’s renewed local content pipeline. The market closed 
Q1 with a total 17.4 mil. SVOD subscriptions. 
 
Netflix leads premium video consumption share in the rest of SEA, with content breadth across premium 
US series and movies, Korean dramas, Japanese anime and international originals serving SEA audiences. 
Along with WeTV and Vidio’s Indonesian originals, Viu had notable local content success in Q1, led by 
acquired (GMM 25) Thai remake of the Boys Over Flowers franchise. F4 Thailand was among Viu’s top 
streamed titles in Q1 with significant travelability outside of Thailand. Viu’s original Thai thriller Remember 
15 also performed well while ABS-CBN’s Broken Marriage Vow was a hit in the Philippines. 
 
As incumbents compete for scale in key markets, new entrants and evolving macroeconomic trends could 
herald a new post-pandemic era for streamers, according to MPA Executive Director Vivek Couto: 
 

“Subscriber growth is likely to moderate as sluggish macroeconomic conditions set in across 
SEA. Inflationary pressures could impact consumer wallets with affordability, new content 
cadence and hits, and ease of access though telco and direct retail bundles likely to be the key to 
driving customer acquisition and limiting churn. Local series, particularly in Indonesia and 
Thailand, have proven use-cases in customer acquisition and retention. Along with local, US and 
Korean content and live sports are expected to continue to drive premium customer demand. The 
expansion of Amazon Prime Video in 2H 2022 is also set to intensify competition, along with 
Disney+ Hotstar’s launch in the Philippines.” 



In terms of content, Korean dramas and US content remained critical, driving over 50% of AMPD measured 
consumption in SEA, led by Netflix’s robust Q1 K-drama slate, with Viu and Disney+ Hotstar also 
contributing. US content was the largest category in English-speaking markets Philippines, Malaysia and 
Singapore, driving up to 33-44% of measured consumption. Notably, Indonesia, Thai and Filipino content 
demand is on the rise, championed by local originals and acquisitions on Vidio, Disney+ Hotstar, WeTV 
and Viu. Chinese dramas captured 14% of aggregate demand, driven by growing demand in Thailand. 
 
SOUTHEAST ASIA PREMIUM VIDEO CONSUMPTION BY CONTENT ORIGIN (Q1 2022) 

 

 
Note: Aggregates key SVOD, AVOD & freemium platform consumption in five SEA markets. 
Source: Media Partners Asia, AMPD Research 
 
TOP 3 PLATFORM’S SHARE OF PREMIUM VIDEO STREAMING MINUTES (Q1 2022) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Source: Media Partners Asia, AMPD Research 
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Notes & Methodology 
 

This report used two key tools to conduct research & frame analysis: 
 
I. Consumer Survey. Data from the Consumer Survey informs key metrics reported in this study including: (1) Socio-
economic & demographic indicators by VOD platform (2) Paying subscribers and monthly active users by VOD platform. 
MPA used the results of a Consumer Survey, which serves as a VOD Profiling Study conducted continuously across 
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. Data is collected through an interactive online survey among 
internet users aged 15 years and above who use both mobile and/or home broadband.  
  
II. Passive Measurement. The AMPD Vision platform uses a permission-based panel of consumers who consent to the 
collection of their session-based activity. For this report, the platform passively measured real consumption on mobile 
devices across 5 SEA markets in Q1 2022 with a sample size of 6,422. Title level consumption data from AMPD Vision 
informs key metrics reported in this study including streaming minutes & consumption share by platform, genre and country 
of origin. The data reported is anonymized and conforms to data privacy legislation in markets where the service operates 
including European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Republic of Singapore’s Personal Data 
Protection Act (PDPA) which delivers parallel compliance in Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) member states. 

 
About AMPD Research (AMPD) 
 
Founded by Media Partners Asia (MPA) in 2019, AMPD captures real consumer data to provide deep insights across the 
digital ecosystem with a focus on the fast-growing global streaming economy. AMPD has a footprint across 12 global 
markets. Critically, working with Reality Mine technology, AMPD is the only global platform with available title-level 
reporting for streaming platforms capturing all consumption. AMPD uses passive measurement and proprietary software to 
measure consumer behavior and generate reliable app / platform metrics across mobile android, iOS and PCs platforms. 
AMPD reports and custom-made research projects include the analysis of more than 100 online video platforms and cover 
several use cases across Advertising, Content, Connectivity, Commerce, Gaming, Music & Video sectors. 
 
About Media Partners Asia (MPA) 
 
Media Partners Asia (MPA) is the leading independent provider of research, advisory and consulting services across media, 
telecoms, sports and entertainment industries in the Asia Pacific and the Middle East. We provide customized research with 
strategic recommendations to help clients launch new products & services, enter new markets, as well as acquire and sell 
businesses. MPA reports are used and sourced by local, regional and global companies for strategic planning and equity & 
debt transactions. We also offer dedicated primary research through subsidiary AMPD Research to measure consumer 
behavior across the digital economy, including online video and gaming. MPA also hosts the APOS Summit, the defining 
voice for the Asia Pacific media, telecoms, sports and entertainment industry. 
 
For more details, visit www.media-partners-asia.com 
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